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Abstract Strategies for hybrid locomotion such as jumping and gliding are used
in nature by many different animals for traveling over rough terrain. This combi-
nation of locomotion modes also allows small robots to overcome relatively large
obstacles at a minimal energetic cost compared to wheeled or flying robots. In this
chapter we describe the development of a novel palm sized robot of 10 g that is
able to autonomously deploy itself from ground or walls, open its wings, recover
in midair and subsequently perform goal-directed gliding. In particular, we focus
on the subsystems that will in the future be integrated such as a 1.5 g microglider
that can perform phototaxis; a 4.5 g, bat-inspired, wing folding mechanism that can
unfold in only 50 ms; and a locust-inspired, 7 g robot that can jump more than 27
times its own height. We also review the relevance of jumping and gliding for living
and robotic systems and we highlight future directions for the realization of a fully
integrated robot.

1 Introduction

Small robots face big problems when it comes to locomotion in natural and rough
terrain. This is usually referred as the ”Size Grain Hypothesis” [26], which is de-
scribed as an ”increase in environmental rugosity with decreasing body size”. In the
animal kingdom, there are many animal species that master locomotion in rough
terrain very well by using a combination of different locomotion modes, such as
jumping and subsequent gliding flight. This allows them to minimize energetic cost
of transport, overcome large obstacles, escape predators and reduce the potentially
hazardous impact forces on landing.

Examples of animals that combine self-deployment with gliding can be found in
many different species with different evolutionary origins. Spiders, locusts, gliding
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ants, bats, gliding mammals, gliding lizards, flying snakes, gliding geckoes, flying
fish, flying squids and many birds use combinations of jumps and gliding flight.
Gliding can also be found amongst extinct animals species such as the Sharovipteryx
and some lizard like reptiles with similar wings to the Draco lizard. See figure 1 for
an overview and references on animals that use gliding as part of their locomotion
strategy.

It also has been argued [19][18][34][10] that gliding may have been the precursor
to flapping flight in insects and vertebrates due to its simplicity.

As the focus of this chapter is of technological nature, the reader may be re-
ferred to [51][18][5][40] for in-depth reviews of self-deploying and gliding animals
with detailed description of morphology and behavior. Important here to mention
however is that these animals barely use steady-state gliding, but change their ve-
locity and angle of attack dynamically during flight. This increases the gliding ratio,
which is defined as the horizontal distance traveled per unit height loss, or allows
the animal to precisely land on a spot, such as perching on a tree branch.

The combination of jumping and gliding is also interesting for miniature robots
because it allows them to overcome larger obstacles compared to wheeled and
legged robots at the same scale and because it requires less energy compared to
flying robots of similar size. In this chapter, we describe our project on the de-
velopment of a palm-sized microglider of around 10 g that possesses the ability to
autonomously self-deploy from ground or walls, open its wings, recover from any
position in mid-air and perform goal directed gliding.

To date, there have been very few attempts to build robots that combine terrestrial
and aerial locomotion.

Armour et al. [4] recently presented a 700 g jumping robot of octahedral shape
with wing like structures to reduce the impact force on landing. This design is able
to clear heights of up to 1.17 m but the addition of the wings actually reduces the
range of the jump instead of extending it.

A related project with similar aims is the so called long-jumping ”Grillo” mini
robot [46]. Prototypes presented so far range in mass between 8 and 80 g and can
jump obstacles of approximately 5 cm of height.

Another recent development which is also described in chapter 18 of this book
is a hybrid sensory platform [8] that can crawl using ”whegs”, a combination of
wheels and legs, fold its wings to enter narrow spaces and perform propelled flight
after dropping down from roofs. Its weight is approximately 100 g, with a wingspan
of 30.5 cm. It possesses flexible wings as a passive damping mechanism to deal with
wind gust, but no quantitative characterization of its efficiency has been presented
so far. A limitation of this flying platform is its relatively high weight per unit wing
area which necessitates 6.6 m height loss for recovery after dropping down from
roofs for the transition to propelled flight. To date, this transition has been shown
only when the airplane is dropped along the major axis of the fuselage.

Summarizing, only a few projects address the importance of hybrid locomotion
as an efficient way of moving in rough terrain, and none has yet successfully in-
tegrated jumping and gliding to overcome large obstacles and reduce the energetic
cost of transport.
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In the following sections we will present our first steps towards the creation of
a self deploying microglider. We start by outlining miniaturization and efficiency
of gliding and the development of a gliding robot. We then proceed to investigate
mechanisms for wing folding and rapid deployment, describe the prototype of a
jumping microrobot and conclude with a discussion of how to integrate it with the
gliding system.

Fig. 1 A selection of animals that use gliding as part of their locomotion strategy. (a) gliding
lizards [41][37][36][31], (b) locusts [45], (c) flying fish [17][5], (d) gliding geckoes [25][59], (e)
gliding ants and spiders [57][58][50][16], (f) gliding squid [32][5], (g) gliding frogs [35][20], (h)
bats [52], (i) gliding mammals [38][42][7][15], (k) gliding snakes [48][47].

2 Gliding in robotics

Wood et. al. recently presented a remarkable 2.2 g microglider [56] that has been
specifically designed for gliding flight. It uses a four-bar piezo actuator for rudder
deflection and is intended to avoid obstacles using optical flow. Although this real-
ization is a master piece of micromechatronics, no characterization of autonomous
flight control has been provided so far. Its relatively high flight velocity of more than
5 m/s largely limits its applicability in tight environments as it requires a turning ra-
dius of 8 m to perform a U-turn [21].

As a first step towards our self deploying microglider, we developed a 1.5 g glid-
ing robot [29] (figure 2) that can perform phototaxis, similar to the ground vehicles
as proposed by Breitenberg [9]. To the best of our knowledge, this microglider is
the lightest autonomously flying system to date. In order to achieve this very low
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weight, we opted for a relatively new kind of steering system. We developed a 0.2 g
Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) actuator that is harmoniously integrated into the struc-
ture of the microglider and allows for direct control of the rudder. As for navigation,
two tiny photoreceptors and a simple control strategy were used to detect and follow
light gradients.

2.1 Airframe, sensing and actuation

The goal of the mechanical airframe design is to reduce the weight as far as possible
while keeping the structure simple and easy to produce. As in our indoor flying
robots [60], also described in chapter 6 of this book, we chose to use carbon fiber
material for the fuselage, the wing frame and the rudder (figure 3). The material
of the wing surface is biaxially-oriented Poly Ethylene Terephthalate (boPET) film
(trade name ”Mylar foil”) chosen for its high tensile strength. This construction
principle leads to an airframe weight of only 0.31 g and has the advantage of being
slightly flexible and thus being able to better absorb landing impact forces without
breaking. A complete overview of the weight budget is shown in table 1.

Fig. 2 1.5 g SMA-actuated microglider performing autonomous phototaxis with a wingspan of
24 cm, a length of 22 cm, capable of flying at 1.5 m/s.
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Fig. 3 Construction plan of the microglider. (a) main wing, (b) rudder, (c) electronic board and
battery, (d) SMA actuator, (e) light sensors.

Table 1 Weight budget of the microglider

Part Mass (g)

Electronic board 0.33

Battery 10 mAh 0.55

Fuselage 0.18

Front wing 0.1

Rudder 0.03

Light sensors 0.1

SMA actuator 0.2

Cables and soldering 0.02

Total mass 1.51

As for the actuation system, different designs and materials could potentially be
employed for actuating the control surfaces, such as magnetic coils, piezo actuators,
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Fig. 4 SMA actuator, (a) horn, (b) spring, (c) piston, (d) SMA wire, (e) steel tube, (f) carbon
fuselage, (g) frame with electrical interface to the electronic board, (h) rudder. A PWM signal from
the microcontroller heats up the SMA wire on one side. Due to the crystalline structure change this
wire contracts and bends the rudder to one side.

Table 2 Actuator comparison

Actuator
type

Mass (g) Drive Elec-
tronics (g)

Power (mW) Commercial
availability

Mechanical
complexity

Force output

Magnetic
coils [2]

0.15 0.02 180 +++ ++ –

Piezo [56] 0.05 0.2 7 + – +++

SMA [27] 0.12 0.01 171 + + ++

(+ + + : very favorable; - - - : very unfavorable)
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or SMA’s. Table 2 compares three types of actuators used on airplanes of less than
10 g.

Small magnetic coils are easily available on the market, but deliver comparatively
smaller forces and are difficult to control precisely in position. Piezo materials, on
the other hand, deliver relatively high forces at very low power consumption, but are
limited in displacement and usually require a relatively sophisticated and careful
fabrication process and mechanical design. In addition to the actuator itself, the
need for relatively heavy electronics to reach the required high voltage (200 V in
[56]) decreases the promising properties of this approach for actuation. Therefore,
we decided to use thin SMA wires because of their simplicity, high power density
and comparatively large displacement of 5% of their length. For our application
of rudder control, we used commercially available Nickel Titanium Alloy (Nitinol)
wire, also known as ”Muscles Wire” [1].

The working principle of SMA wire is that it exploits the crystallographic struc-
ture change of Martensite to Austenite (thermoelastic martensitic transformation)
when heated above the transition temperature. This phase change produces a com-
paratively high force that can be used for actuation. A well known drawback of
SMA in general is its relatively high power consumption. However, for thin wires
of 25µm diameter, the power consumption is only 160 mW, which is comparable to
small magnetic actuators.

The actuator we developed consists of (figure 4, a) a Copper-Beryllium horn,
(figure 4, e) a 0.7 mm steel tube, (figure 4, g) a frame with electrical interface and
(figure 4, d) two 25 µm SMA wires attached to the frame and the horn. The stability
of the actuator is given by the carbon fuselage (figure 4, f). The wires are activated
with a Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) signal, which leads to a maximal force of
0.069 N (=̂7 g) at the attachment point of the horn. This leads to a deflection of
the horn and of the rudder, which is glued on the horn. The rotation point is the
attachment point of the other SMA wire and the counterpart of this movement is the
custom made brass spring (figure 4, b), which ensures back alignment of the rudder
to the neutral position at zero PWM duty cycle.

This actuator is then integrated with the airframe, a PIC 16 microcontroller, two
light sensors and a simple proportional control strategy [29], which enables the mi-
croglider to autonomously detect and follow light gradients as shown in figure 5.
Launched from a catapult device to provide the glider with a take-off velocity of
2 m/s, it displays a gliding ratio of 5.6, which is relatively high compared to many
gliding animals at such small scales. In order to characterize its phototaxis capabil-
ities, we carried out three series of launches, each with a different position of the
light bulb and showed that the glider consistently lands near the light source (figure
5).
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Fig. 5 Top view of the setup for the phototaxis experiments. Stars indicate the three possible light
source locations. For each of the three locations, 12 subsequent launches have been carried out.
The triangles mark the landing positions.

2.2 Wing folding

The technology described above is promising for a small jumping robot, but the
fixed open wings offer too much resistance to the air during the deployment phase
of the jump. In order to maximize the jump height, the exposed wing surface has
to be as small as possible during deployment. We thus aimed at developing a wing
folding mechanism that keeps the wings contracted while the robot is in the deploy-
ment phase and quickly unfolds them when the robot starts to lose altitude. The
requirements for such a mechanism are to be able to open very quickly, be as light
weight as possible, stable when open and robust enough to withstand eventual crash
landings.

Nature offers many foldable structures, which are a potential source of inspiration
for the design of such a mechanism. For example, leaves unfold from a very com-
pact package to the complete unfolded leaf with a high structural stability [33][43].
Other ways of unfolding can be found in soft animals, such as anemones and vari-
ous worms [55][53]. Also, many insects use Origami-like mechanisms to fold their
wings, such as the hind wings of Dermaptera [23][24], and most of birds and bats
fold wings to protect their often fragile structures. Figure 6 shows some examples
of folding structures found in nature.

Origami-like structures are very interesting and when carefully designed, would
even allow to unfold in a three dimensional shape and form a cambered wing (sim-
ilar as the wooden roof structures in [12], see figure 6). A difficulty for this tech-
nology however is to find an appropriate material that is light enough and can be
used on such small scales. After a detailed evaluation phase of all those solutions
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and several conceptional prototypes, we decided to adopt an abstracted form of the
wing folding principle used by bats. The main advantages of this solution are its
structural stability when open and the possibility to easily build the skeleton out of
carbon and cover the wing itself with Mylar foil so as to yield a minimal weight.
The realized prototype (figure 7) weights only 4.5 g and is able to unfold its wings
in 50 ms on command using a SMA based locking mechanism.

Fig. 6 A selection of folding structures. A: Hind wings of Dermaptera [23][24]; B: Model of a
wooden roof structure [12]; C: Folding leafs [33]; D: Wing folding in bats [39].

The skeleton of the wing folding mechanism consists of six hinges that are inter-
connected with 1 mm carbon rods and covered with Aluminium coated 5 µm Mylar
foil (Fig. 7). The folding of the wings happens by rolling up a string (a) which is
attached at the tip of the wing (b). The hinges contain each a torsion spring that
is encapsulated in a Polyoxymethylene (POM) frame (figure 9). By rolling up the
string, the torsion springs store elastic energy and unfold the wing once the string
gets released. A complete unfolding sequence takes only 50 ms and can be seen
in figure 8. In order to roll up and release the string, we developed a SMA based
unlocking mechanism, which will be described next.
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Fig. 7 Bat inspired wing folding system. A string (a) is attached to the wing tips (b) and is rolled
on a spool (c) to fold the wing.

Fig. 8 A complete unfolding sequence takes only 50 ms.

In order to fold the wing, the string (Figure 10, a) that is attached to the wing
tip is rolled on the spool (Figure 10, b). The spool itself is connected to a gear
(Figure 10, c) which is interfaced with the gearbox of the jumping mechanism as
we will describe later in section 4. A 37 µm SMA wire (Figure 10) contracts and
pulls the spool laterally, to unlock it from the gear and thus allows the force stored
in the torsion springs in the hinges of the wings to unfold the wings. As soon as
the unfolding is completed, the spring (Figure 10, d) pushes the spool back and
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Fig. 9 The wing folding mechanism contains six hinges which are interconnected with carbon
rods. The torsion spring (a) is embedded in a POM frame (b).

Fig. 10 SMA based release mechanism. The string (a) is attached to the wing tip and gets rolled
up on the spool (b), which is connected to the gear (c). A 37 µm SMA wire pulls the spool laterally
to unlock it from the gear and to allow the wing to unfold. After relaxing the SMA, the spring (d)
pushes the spool back and connects it with the gear for the next folding cycle.

reconnects it with the gear (Figure 10, c) in order to fix the position and allow the
next folding sequence.

3 Jumping

The jumping mechanism must be light weight and capable of propelling the glider
as high as possible into the air. Table 3 summarizes the performance of existing
jumping robots with onboard energy and control. None of these systems are suffi-
cient to meet the weight and size constrains of our self deploying microglider, i.e.
palm sized with an entire system weight of 10 g. We thus developed a 5 cm jumping
mechanism [28] (figure 11 and 12) weighting a mere 7 g with electronics and bat-
tery. It consists of the gearbox including motor, gearwheels and cam, the main leg,
carbon rods as feet, the infrared receiver and a 10 mAh Lithium Polymer battery. Its
design allows to manually adjust the take-off angle, jumping force and force profile
during the acceleration phase. This is useful to obtain a desired trajectory, jump-
ing height and to be able to optimize jumping on slippery surfaces or compliant
substrates.
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Fig. 11 7 g jumping robot prototype capable of clearing obstacles of up to 1.4 m height along with
a desert locust using the same biomechanical design principle for jumping.

Fig. 12 CAD model of the gearbox. (a) brass bearing to reduce friction, (b) distance piece to align
the two body plates, (c) cam axis, (d) slot in main leg for the cam, (e) main leg, (f) series of holes
for spring setting and (g) the two body plates. (1),(2) 0.2 mm Polyoxymethylene (POM) gears and
(3) 0.3 mm POM gear.
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Table 3 State of the art on jumping robots with on board energy and control

Name mass [g] approx. jump
height [cm]

jump height per
mass [cm/g]

approx. jump
height per size [-]

Rescue robot [54] 2000 80 0.04 3.5
Minimalist jump-
ing robot [11]

1300 90 0.07 6

Jollbot [4] 465 21.8 0.05 1.4
Glumper [4] 700 50 0.23 3.2
Scout [49] 200 35 0.18 3.5
Mini-Whegs [30] 190 22 0.12 2.2
Grillo [46] 8-80 5 0.63-0.06 1
Jumping robot
presented here

7 138 19.77 27.6

It has been shown [3][6][44] that at small size it is most advantageous to slowly
charge an elastic element, release it with a click mechanism and amplify the take-off
velocity using the legs as catapults, rather than applying a squad or countermove-
ment jump. This principle is used by most of the small jumping animals such as
frogs [44], desert locusts [6], stick insects [14], froghoppers [13], click beatles [3]
or fleas [22]. We applied the same biomechanical design principles and were capa-
ble of achieving a very high jumping performance compared to existing jumping
robots (table 3).

By changing the proportions of the four bar leg mechanism (figure 13) we can
generate different foot tip trajectories, which translates to different ground force pro-
files, acceleration times and take-off angles depending on which length is changed.
The amount of energy that will be stored in the springs can be adjusted between
106 mJ and 154 mJ in steps of 6 mJ, by changing the spring setting (figure 12, f).
The two body plates (figure 12, g) consist of a material called Cibatool, which is
commonly used for rapid prototyping, can be easily machined and has low weight.
The cam and gears are manufactured from Polyoxymethylene (POM) due to its
low weight and low surface friction coefficient. For critical structural parts in the
body and legs we used Polyetheretherketone (PEEK) due to its very high strength-
to-weight ratio. Table 4 presents the weight budget of the robot. The entire and
fully functional remote controlled prototype weights 6.98 g in its current form. Fur-
ther weight reduction could be achieved by optimizing the two body plates, e.g. by
drilling additional holes in it, and by using a smaller infrared receiver and battery.

Figure 14 depicts a complete take-off sequence of the jumping prototype includ-
ing a payload of 3 g on top of the 7 g prototype. In order to illustrate the adaptability
of the jumping force, figure 15 shows the jumping trajectories that were extracted
from high speed movies for the jumping robot without, and with, a payload of 3 g.
The maximal height obtained without additional payload was 138 cm. The acceler-
ation time was 15 ms, the initial take-off velocity 5.96 m/s and the velocity at the
top 0.9 m/s. The complete jump duration is 1.02 s and the traveled distance 79 cm at
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Table 4 Weight budget of the jumping robot

Part material weight [g]

Body frame Cibatool/PEEK 1.4

Cam POM 0.78

Gears POM 0.63

Main leg Aluminium 0.76

Plastic parts on leg PEEK/Carbon 0.32

Screws and axis Steel/brass 0.79

2 springs Spring steel 0.41

Motor 0.65

Total mass mechanism 5.74

LiPo Battery 0.48

IR receiver 0.76

Total mass prototype 6.98

a take-off angle of 75◦. This means that the prototype presented here is capable of
overcoming obstacles of more than 27 times its own body size.

The motor recharges the mechanism for one jump cycle in 3.5 s. Using a 0.48 g
LiPo battery, it thus allows for approximately 108 jumps.

4 System Integration

The next step is to combine the jumping mechanism with the wing folding system
in order to allow the robot to jump and unfold the wings at the top of the jumping
trajectory. This however, poses a number of integration challenges related to actu-
ation and dynamics of the complete system. Figure 16 depicts a CAD model of a
possible integration of the two mechanism. The gear (figure 10, c and 16, a) from
the wing folding mechanism is interfaced with the third stage of the gear systems of
the jumping mechanism (figure 12, 3 and 16, b). While charging the legs for jump-
ing, this coupled system folds also the wings. Once the robot takes off, the wings
are opened by the SMA-based release mechanism as described in section 2.2. Here,
an important challenge is to define the time to unfold the wings. Since the forces
acting on the system are very small at the top of the jump trajectory, it is difficult to
precisely determine when it is best to unfold the wings. A possible solution may be
to just assume a time constant when to open the wings after take-off. However, this
integration of the wing folding and the jumping mechanism still has the limitation
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Fig. 13 Sketch of the four bar linkage jumping design and the foot tip P trajectory during take-
off. (a) is the input link and (b) the ground link. Changing the length of these four bars allows to
adjust the take-off angle (change distance (e)), acceleration time (change distance (a) and (c)) and
trajectory of the foot tip P (change ratio (b)/(d).

t=-1000ms t=0ms t=10ms t=40mst=30mst=20ms

t=-1000ms t=0ms t=6ms t=24mst=18mst=12ms

Fig. 14 Take-off sequence of our jumping robot compared to a desert locust.
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Fig. 15 Jump trajectory at different spring settings for the prototype with and without an additional
payload of 3g.

that the attitude of the glider on top of the jump has to be upright in order to permit
the robot to recover and perform stable gliding flight. Future work addresses the
question how to recover from any position in air and ensure a proper transition to
the subsequent gliding phase.

5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we highlighted jumping and gliding as a promising locomotion strat-
egy to move across rough terrain. Although there still remain challenges in the in-
tegration of the components that a self-deploying microglider will need, the three
subsystems described here may also be used as standalone platforms. For example,
the jumping prototype could be equipped with an uprighting mechanism, a small
communication unit, and sensors such as cameras or chemical sensors to perform
environmental or security monitoring. The gliding system may also be equipped
with sensors and launched from the roof of buildings or from airplanes to monitor
the environment. The wing folding mechanism may allow the robot to be thrown
high in the air by hand or by a catapult system.

Biological systems were a useful source of inspiration; For example, the wing
folding mechanism adopts the mechanical principle from bats to fold the wings,
which leads to a very light weight, simple and stable wing folding mechanism. An-
other example of direct biological inspiration is the jumping robot which, in the
same way as e.g. locusts or fleas, first slowly charges an elastic element in the legs
and then releases it quickly using a click mechanism to perform a catapult jump. On
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Fig. 16 CAD model of a possible integration of the subsystems. The gear from the wing folding
mechanism (a) is interfaced with the third stage of the gear system of the jumping mechanism (b).
While charging the legs for jumping, it also folds the wings which it can release on command on
top of the jumping trajectory.

the other hand, such a robot may also be used as a physical model to test models of
jumping and gliding in nature. The parameters that can be adjusted in our robotic
platform include (i) the mass, (ii) the strength of the motor and spring in the jumping
mechanism, (iii) the ground force profile during the acceleration phase of jumping,
(iv) the leg length and flexibility, (v) the wing size and shape and (vi) the coordina-
tion between the jumping and wing folding subsystems, e.g. when to open the wings
and how to stabilize and recover. By modifying these parameters, scale effects, such
as the interplay between mass and size, of jumping animals can be investigated. The
way in which the addition of wings affects jumping performance and the distance
traveled per energy unit may also give insight in the evolution of flight.
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